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As soon as Michael stepped in with food in his hand, that was the first thing he
saw. He couldn’t help but feel pleased and gratified to see Sophia bustling
around for his sake. At the same time, guilt flooded his heart because it wasn’t a
big deal for him, but it was a massive deal for Sophia.

According to their years of experience dealing with Glory Entertainment’s team,
Sophia and the others drew up a comprehensive public relation plan in no time.
Suddenly, Stanley asked, “Should we mention my granduncle’s sacrifice?”

Back then, Michael’s father was sacrificed during a mission to seize drugs. If this
was revealed to the public, coupled with the news that James and Olivia took
drugs, the Murray Family would be seen as extremely guilty. By that time, no
matter what Taylor did to them, it wouldn’t seem outrageous.

Sophia rejected without hesitation. “No, we cannot mention it regardless of what
happens.”

Theo’s sacrifice was glorious but it was Michael’s pain too. Therefore, Sophia
would avoid bringing this up no matter what.

“Still working overtime?” Suddenly, Michael burst in, startling everyone in the
office. He appeared in a casual attire with a cap, looking extremely laid-back and
amiable.

Despite knowing that Michael was their investor, only a handful of people in the
company had met him so everyone was stunned at that moment. Perhaps they
were too shocked that a huge celebrity suddenly paid them a visit.



After he came in, a few more men followed closely behind and they were carrying
bags of takeaway crawfish. All at once, the office table was piled up with food.

“All of you must be exhausted from working overtime. Grab some food before
continuing your work. Dinner is on me!” Michael said as he walked in and patted
Stanley’s shoulder.

Only then did everyone regain their senses from the shock of meeting the
legendary idol. With a cheer, they gathered around to grab some crawfish. While
everyone was devouring the crawfish, no one realized that a food container
appeared in Sophia’s hand. It was brought by Lord Michael himself!

Feeling as excited as the rest, Sophia was overwhelmed with gratitude so she
swore that she wouldn’t allow anyone to hurt her man! After everyone
demolished the food, they continued to work enthusiastically. Even Michael took
his laptop and worked in the office.

Since Sophia worked so hard for his sake, he felt that he couldn’t stand idly
anymore so he informed the relevant department from Imperial Management
Studio to cooperate with Sophia. Then, he indolently made a few calls and
dredged the way that the Mitchell Family tried to block.

Since ‘Doctor Invincible’ failed to pass the review, he resubmitted it for another
review. Besides, the Murrays denounced him as an unfilial son so he might as
well be the informer and send them to prison.

After all, Larry evaded taxes and utilized illegal measures to suppress his
competitors, while James was a drug addict and was even involved in a few
intentional injury cases and a murder case.

Even Olivia took marijuana in an attempt to lose weight but she unfortunately got
addicted and became a drug dealer. All of them had to reap what they sowed.

Even after everything was settled, no one went home. Instead, they sat together
to play a few rounds of ‘Swordsman Game’. Since it was a gaming company, the



employees were experienced gamers; naturally, they were experts in
‘Swordsman Game’. With Scary Phoenix as their leader, they passed every stage
with glory and played through the night.

The next day, Michael personally brought the relevant information to the police
station in order to report the Murray Family. He even informed the reporters to
cover the news.

Meanwhile at Mitchell Residence, Natasha was waiting for Taylor to yield. After
all, he was driven into a corner and there was no way out. Therefore, his only
option was to give in to the Mitchell Family.

In the living room of Mitchell Residence, Old Madam Murray arrived with Larry in
tow. He had just been discharged from the hospital, and was hoping to discuss
the date for Natasha and Taylor’s wedding.

“My dear in-laws, Taylor and Natasha’s wedding should be held as soon as
possible. I think the first day of the next month is an auspicious date, so let’s hold
it then!” Larry suggested cheerfully.

“The first it is! First is a great date and if we miss this date, we’ll have to wait for
the next year. I’m sure both of our families can’t wait for another year!” Old
Madam Murray quickly chimed in. They couldn’t wait for Taylor to marry into the
Mitchell Family.

Natasha stood to one side, seeming extremely shy. She didn’t expect that she
would marry Taylor so soon. On the other hand, Alex wasn’t so fond of the
Murray Family. For him, families like the Murrays didn’t deserve to be his in-laws.

However, Natasha loved Taylor and everyone knew that she had already slept
with him. Therefore, Alex had no choice but to agree unwillingly, “Alright then. It’ll
be on the first.”



After the wedding date was fixed, everyone was overjoyed and all that was left to
do now was wait for Taylor’s concession, which they believed would happen
soon. After all, Taylor had no other choice now.

He finally got to where he was today after so many years of painstaking effort but
the Mitchell Family could destroy all his achievements with just a snap of their
fingers. Therefore, he had no other option but to give in.

Currently, Sean and the other Mitchells were present as well. Upon fixing the
wedding date, many of them felt unhappy but this was the only speedy resolution
to redeem the Mitchell Family’s reputation. Only Sean was smiling, not uttering a
word.

Suddenly, someone from the concierge reported, “Old Master, Old General
Fletcher from the Fletcher Family is here!”

Upon hearing that, Alex immediately asked, “Which Old General Fletcher?” Even
the Mitchells cast the concierge a sideways glance.

“The Founding Father, Mark Fletcher!” the concierge replied.

Mark Fletcher! Upon hearing that name, everyone in the Mitchell Family was
stupefied. Why did that old man come here? Although the Mitchell Family and the
Fletcher Family were on friendly terms, their relationship was way back in the
past.

As the saying went, ‘the first generation might be as close as a family but with
each new generation, they might not even recognise each other even if they met
face-to-face.’ Especially after Cooper passed away, they completely stopped
contacting each other. So why did Old Master Fletcher come?

Despite feeling suspicious, Alex told everyone, “Old Master Fletcher has always
liked Natasha. Perhaps he came personally to congratulate her after he heard
that her wedding will be happening soon.”



Everyone was elated, especially the Murray Family, who were feeling smug. The
Mitchell Family is a distinguished family after all. Even the Founding Father came
personally to congratulate us. How honorable and flattering! Marrying into the
Mitchell Family is such an honorable deed. Why can’t Taylor, that b*stard,
understand? When he finally realizes, he will definitely feel grateful to me!
thought Old Madam Murray.

At the same time, Natasha was overflowing with happiness too. She was
surprised that Old Master Fletcher would pay them a visit for her marriage, which
showed that he sincerely liked her! She had never expected to receive such
benefits from sending Woody to the military compound to live his life in
retirement.

It wasn’t long before Mark arrived. He walked in briskly and as someone who
was close to one hundred, he didn’t look old or frail at all. He even participated in
marathons every year and walked with springy and light steps.

Old Master Fletcher wasn’t here alone. Following closely behind was a group of
people, including Joel who was in military uniform and standing to Old Master
Fletcher’s left, while Stanley stood on his right in army uniform. Not to mention
Sophia, and a large troop of soldiers in uniforms, came with Old Master Fletcher
too.

As one of the founding generals, Mark was once the marshal of the ground
forces. Even if he was retired now, he was still a well-respected figure in the
military.

He never liked to appear in ostentation or extravagance and would always
disguise himself as a retired worker when signing up for the marathon every year.
But today, he intentionally displayed his marshal’s magnificent appearance.
Immediately, Alex and Natasha went to greet him.

Old Master Fletcher sat down without a word while glaring maliciously at Alex.
On both of his sides, troops of soldiers stood in an imposing manner. All at once,
the atmosphere was overcast.



Olivia spotted Sophia immediately and whispered to Old Madam Murray, “She’s
the b*tch who wounded James!”

So she was the culprit! For a traditional family like the Murray Family, having
offspring was everyone’s most important duty and stopping that would be
equivalent to killing them!

Anger seared through Old Madam Murray’s heart, causing her wrinkled face to
tremble but she suppressed it because there was a significant figure at the
scene. She would just wait for him to leave before dealing with Sophia. However,
why would Sophia come such a significant figure?


